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Abstract. The process of authoring ontologies requires the active involvement
of domain experts who should lead the process, as well as providing the relevant conceptual knowledge. However, most domain experts lack knowledge
modelling skills and find it hard to follow logical notations in OWL. This paper
presents ROO, a tool that facilitates domain experts' definition of ontologies in
OWL by allowing them to author the ontology in a controlled natural language
called Rabbit. ROO guides users through the ontology construction process by
following a methodology geared towards domain experts’ involvement in ontology authoring, and exploiting intelligent user interfaces techniques. An
evaluation study has been conducted comparing ROO against another popular
ontology authoring tool. Participants were asked to create ontologies based on
hydrology and environment modelling scenarios related to real tasks at the
mapping agency of Great Britain. The study is discussed, focusing on the usability and usefulness of the tool, and the quality of the resultant ontologies.
Keywords: Ontology Authoring, Controlled Natural Language Interfaces,
Evaluation of Ontology Building Tools, Geographical Ontologies.

1 Introduction
The need to construct ontologies – ranging from small domain ontologies to large
ontologies linked to legacy datasets– hinders the ability and willingness of organisations to apply Semantic Web (SW) technologies to large-scale data integration and
sharing initiatives [1,7,9]. This is due to the time and effort required to create ontologies [1,19]. Most ontology construction tools aggravate the situation because they are
designed to be used by specialists with appropriate knowledge engineering and logic
skills, but who may lack the necessary domain expertise to create the relevant ontologies. At present, it is knowledge engineers who usually drive the ontology authoring
process, which creates an extra layer of bureaucracy in the development cycle [19].
*
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Furthermore, this knowledge engineer led approach can hinder the ontology construction process because the domain expert and domain knowledge may become secondary to the process of efficient knowledge modelling. This is especially true where
the domain expert has no understanding of the languages and tools used to construct
the ontology. The development of approaches that facilitate the engagement of domain experts in the ontology construction process can lead to a step change in the
deployment of the Semantic Web in the public and industrial sector.
Such an approach, drawn upon extensive experience in creating topographic ontologies at Ordnance Survey, the mapping agency of Great Britain, is described here.
Ordnance Survey is developing a topographic domain ontology to empower the integration and reuse of their heterogeneous topographic data sets with third party data
[9]. At the heart of Ordnance Survey’s ontology development process is the active
involvement of domain experts [20]. They construct conceptual ontologies that record
domain knowledge in a human readable form with appropriate formality using a con1
trolled language, Rabbit [14], that is translated into OWL DL [8].
The paper presents ROO (Rabbit to OWL Ontology authoring), a user-friendly tool
that guides the authoring of a conceptual ontology which is then converted to a logical
ontology in OWL. The distinctive characteristics of our approach are: (a) catering for
the needs of domain experts without knowledge engineering skills; (b) exploiting
techniques from intelligent user interfaces to assist the ontology construction process
by following an ontology authoring methodology (the current implementation follows
the methodology used at Ordnance Survey for developing several large ontologies
with the active involvement of domain experts [20]); (c) providing an intuitive interface to enter knowledge constructs in Rabbit. We describe an experimental study that
examines the degree to which domain experts (i.e. not knowledge engineers) can
build ontologies2 following real scenarios based on work at Ordnance Survey.
An analysis of related work (§2) positions ROO in the relevant SW research. §3
presents the ROO tool and gives illustrative examples of user interaction taken from
an experimental study reported in §4. §5 discusses the findings of the study, and outline implications for SW research.

2 Related Work
Recent developments of ontology authoring tools are increasingly recognising the
need to cater for users without knowledge engineering skills. Controlled language
(CL) interfaces have been provided for entering knowledge constructs in an intuitive
way close to Natural Language (NL) interface (see [11,23] for recent reviews). ROO
builds on the strengths and minimises the usability limitations of existing CL tools.
Positive usability aspects have been followed in the design of ROO, such as: look
1
2

Named after Rabbit in Winnie the Pooh, who is actually cleverer than Owl.
Our expectation is not that domain experts will be able to completely author large complex
ontologies without assistance (although this might be for small ontologies), but to establish
that they can actively participate in the authoring process and construct significant portions of
the ontology themselves. This means that domain experts can capture much of the ontology in
a form that can be manipulated by knowledge engineers, who can in turn concentrate on the
“hard modelling”.
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ahead to provide suggestions by guessing what constructs the users might enter [24];
showing the parsed structure to help the user recognise correct sentence patterns
([10,21,26]); providing a flexible way to parse English sentences using robust language technologies [8,11,24]; automatically translating to OWL ([17,4,11]); using
templates to facilitate the knowledge entering process [22,24]; maintaining a textbased glossary describing parsed concepts and relationships [26]; and distributing the
CL tool as a Protégé plug-in [10]. At the same time, we have tried to minimise the
negative usability issues exhibited in existing CL tools, such as reliance on the user
having knowledge engineering skills to perform ontology authoring (all existing tools
suffer from this to an extent) and lack of immediate feedback and meaningful error
messages [10,11,26].
Although the goal of CL tools is to assist in entering knowledge constructs, the existing tools focus solely on the CL aspect - they do not aim to provide assistance for
the whole ontology construction process. In this vein, the HALO project3 makes an
important contribution by offering holistic and intuitive support at all stages of ontology authoring [2]. This key design principle is also followed in ROO. HALO focuses
on providing advanced functionality based on the state-of-the-art SW technologies,
e.g. sophisticated NL parsing of source documents, graphical interface for entering
ontology constructs and rule-based queries. In contrast, ROO offers simpler functionality and follows the Ordnance Survey’s practice in ontology construction when taking design decisions. For example, we do not use information extraction techniques to
pull out domain concepts from documents, as domain experts normally know what the
key concepts are. Our experience shows that the major challenge is to perform abstraction and to a lesser degree reformulation (from NL to CL) and to formulate ontology constructs in a CL, which is the main focus in ROO. It provides intelligent
support for ontology definition by offering proactive guidance based on monitoring
domain experts’ activities when performing ontology construction steps. Essentially,
certain knowledge engineering expertise has been embedded into ROO to compensate
for the lack of such skills in domain experts. This ensures rigour and effectiveness of
the ontology development process, and can lead to better quality ontologies (ontology
“quality” is described further in §4.3). Furthermore, ROO aims to improve users’ understanding of the knowledge engineering process, and to gradually develop their
ontology modelling skills. The study presented in this paper is an initial examination
of some of these assumptions.

3 The ROO Tool
The design of ROO takes into account factors that may hinder the involvement of
domain experts in the ontology authoring process. As identified through Ordnance
Survey’s experience in ontology construction, they are: the need to follow a systematic methodology for capturing the knowledge of domain experts; the difficulty in
expressing knowledge constructs in a formal language; and the need to cater for the
lack of knowledge engineering skills in domain experts.
ROO follows the main steps in Kanga, the Ordnance Survey’s methodology for
involving domain experts in the authoring of conceptual ontologies [20]. It includes
3
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the following steps: (a) identify the scope, purpose and other requirements of the ontology; (b) gather sources of knowledge (e.g. documents and external ontologies); (c)
define lists of concepts, relationship and instances supplied with NL descriptions; (d)
formalise core concepts and their relations in structured English sentences; (e) generate the OWL ontology. Once step (a) is complete, steps (b)-(d) are performed iteratively by domain experts, while step (e) is performed by ROO automatically. Note
that the focus in Kanga is to capture domain experts’ knowledge and encode it in
OWL, so it can be further examined, validated and improved by knowledge engineers
who can use ROO in combination with other ontology engineering tools, for example
querying tools [3,18,28,31].
The formalisation, step (d), uses a controlled natural language, called Rabbit, developed in response to a need for domain experts to be able to understand and author
ontologies [14]. Rabbit covers every construct in OWL 1.1 [14,8], allowing domain
experts to express sufficient detail to describe the domain.
ROO4 is an open
source tool distributed as
a Protégé 4 plugin [6].
ROO extends the Protégé
4 user interface by simplifying it as much as possible5 - hiding advanced
options from the user and
using what we believe to
be less-confusing terminology (e.g. instead of
‘classes and properties’,
ROO shows ‘concepts’
Fig. 1. UML 2.0 component diagram shows the architecand ‘relations’).
tural elements, interfaces and inter-element connections in
In order to explain the
ROO
services provided by the
Rabbit Language Processor, the Kanga Methodology Model and the ROO Model
Manager (see Fig. 1), we show two typical user interactions with the system and explain how they are handled by ROO. The examples are taken from the experimental
study described in §4.
Domain experts edit the ontology using Rabbit sentences instead of directly editing OWL or the Manchester Syntax. Fig. 2 depicts how a domain expert enters sentences in ROO using the Rabbit editor. The user has entered two Rabbit sentences
defining the concept river. The first one (Every river transports
freshwater) is a valid Rabbit pattern but uses the concept freshwater which
is not defined in the ontology. The Rabbit Language Processor recognises that
freshwater is likely to be a domain concept and composes a corresponding error
message. The user has typed the second sentence (Every river flows into
one or more of a sea, a lake, or a river) while looking into the
4
5

ROO is built as part of the Confluence project. http://sourceforge.net/projects/confluence
The default Protégé 4 GUI components are still available for the more advance users, but are
not used as a default in the ROO application.
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existing Rabbit patterns (shown by clicking on the Rabbit patterns tab). However,
the Rabbit pattern for non-exclusive OR is applied wrongly – instead of commas the
user should have used or6, and the sentence uses a relationship flows into
which is not defined in the ontology. Corresponding error messages to help the user
are generated, as shown in Fig. 2. The user then corrects the errors by adding the
missing concept and relationship and correcting the Rabbit pattern. Every time the
user makes changes, the input is re-parsed and, if necessary, error messages are generated accordingly. When the input does not contain errors, the user confirms the sentence. It is then translated into OWL by the Rabbit Language Processor, then
validated by the Kanga Methodology Manager7, and added to the ontology by the
ROO Model Manager.
Domain experts can also ask a “guide dog” in ROO to suggest tasks, which is a
“wizard”-like feature which monitors the state of the ontology and the user’s activities,
and suggests the most appropriate actions. Fig. 3 shows how the system handles these
requests. The user has already entered several concepts to the ontology. The user then
asks for a next task. The Kanga Methodology Model then derives a list of possible tasks
and sorts them according to the current ontology state and the user’s recent activity. In
Fig. 3, the user is prompted to enter Rabbit sentences for the concept freshwater
which was created with the previous concept definition of river (see Figure 2) but did
not yet give Rabbit definitions for it. Other task suggestions include reminding the user
to enter missing natural language descriptions or pointing at other previously entered
concepts which lack Rabbit definitions.

Fig. 2. State chart and screenshot showing how a Rabbit sentence is handled by ROO. The
parsed syntax elements are highlighted, and possible errors/suggestions are reported to the user.
6

The correct Rabbit pattern is: Every river flows into 1 or more of a sea
or a lake or a river.
7
This includes checks whether the input is appropriate to the current stage of the ontology construction; e.g. scope and purpose must be enterered before later stages can commence; Rabbit
definitions require existence of NL descriptions.
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Fig. 3. State chart and screenshot depicting how ROO handles the suggestion of next tasks

The development of ROO has been guided by regular usability tests with potential
users – domain experts in different domains. This has led to a fairly robust version
that has been evaluated following real scenarios at Ordnance Survey. This evaluation
is discussed in the rest of the paper.

4 Experimental Study
To assess the effectiveness of ROO, we conducted an experimental study following
the criteria for evaluating ontology tools in [15]. The study addressed three groups of
questions: (1) What is the interaction with the tool like? How usable is the tool? Can
domain experts without knowledge engineering skills create OWL ontologies with
ROO? (2) How well does ROO facilitate the ontology construction process? Do users develop ontology modelling skills as a result of the assistance the tool provides?
(3) What is the quality of the resultant ontologies produced with ROO? Is the quality
influenced by assistance provided by the tool?
4.1 Experimental Design
The study followed a task-based, between-subjects experimental methodology to
compare ROO with a baseline system.
Baseline System. The study compares ROO with a similar tool that allows the user to
author in a CL. From the available CL tools for ontology authoring, ACEView for
Protégé [16] was chosen since the user interaction with it is the closest to the user
interaction with ROO: both tools extend Protégé as plug-ins, support text input in a
CL compatible with OWL-DL, provide error messages for sentence composition, and
produce an ontology in OWL8. The main difference between ROO and ACEView is
that ROO offers assistance with the whole ontology authoring process (§3).
8

The other available CL ontology authoring tools are CLONE [11] and PENG [16]. They were
used during a pilot but discarded for the actual study. CLONE is more suitable for users with
some knowledge engineering skills, while the users in our study did not have such skills. The
interaction with PENG is pattern-based and is notably different from the ROO interface.
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Participants. The study involved 16 volunteers from the departments of Geography
(8 students) and Earth and Environment (8 students) at the University of Leeds. The
participants were chosen to closely resemble domain experts who may perform ontology modelling tasks at Ordnance Survey (Hydrology) or the Environment Agency for
England and Wales (Flooding and Water Pollution). The main requirement for attending the study was to have knowledge and experience (confirmed with the modules
attended and practical work done) in Hydrology, for Geography students, and Flooding and Water Pollution, for Environmental Studies students. In each domain, 4 participants used ACEView and 4 used ROO; this was assigned on a random basis. None
of the participants was familiar with ontologies or ontology construction tools. They
had not heard of RDF or OWL. None had previous background in encoding knowledge and for most participants “structuring knowledge” meant writing reports/essays
in a structured way.
Scenarios. The study involved two ontology authoring scenarios.
Scenario 1 [Geography participants]: This scenario resembles ontology modelling
tasks performed by domain experts at Ordnance Survey to describe geographical features whose spatial representations are included in Ordnance Survey’s OS MasterMap®9. The participants were asked to describe several hydrology concepts: River,
River Stretch, River Bank, Ditch, Catch Drain, Balancing Pond, Ca10
nal and Reservoir. These concepts are included in a large Hydrology ontology
defined by Ordnance Survey. The Geography participants were familiar with OS
MasterMap®, which is used at the School of Geography at Leeds University.
Scenario 2 [Environmental Studies participants]: This scenario resembles ontology
modelling tasks performed by domain experts at one of Ordnance Survey’s customers
–the Environment Agency of England and Wales– who can use OS MasterMap® for
flooding and water pollution analysis. The participants were asked to describe:
River, Catchment, Flood Plain, Ditch, Water Pollution, Sediments,
Colloids, Land Use and Diffuse Pollution. These concepts were selected
from a list derived by an Ordnance Survey researcher interviewing an expert from the
Environment Agency as part of a project to scope a semantic data integration scenario. Many of these concepts required references to hydrology features from OS
MasterMap® but the participants were unaware of this. None of the Environment
subjects had knowledge of OS MasterMap®. Ontologies for geography and environment were also produced by Ordnance Survey and were used as comparators with the
ontologies produced by the participants.
Procedure and Materials11. Depending on their background, the participants were
sent the corresponding list of concepts, and were asked to prepare brief textual descriptions for these concepts by using specialised dictionaries or other sources. Each
session was conducted individually and lasted 2 hours. It included several steps.
Pre-study questionnaire [20 min] included a brief introduction to the study and
several questions to test the participants’ ontology modelling background.
9

OS MasterMap® www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/osmastermap/ is a nationally contiguous vector
map containing more than 450 million individual features down to street, address and individual building level, spatial data to approximately 10cm accuracy.
10
www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/ontology
11
All materials are available from www.comp.leeds.ac.uk/confluence/study.html
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Introduction to the scenario and training with the ontology authoring tool [10 min]
was given to each participant by an experimenter, describing the main parts of the
interface and entering of several definitions from a Building and Places12 ontology.
The examples used for the ACEView and ROO sessions were similar (the differences
came from the CL and the errors given by each tool). The training with ROO also
required entering the ontology’s scope and purpose and knowledge sources.
Interaction with the tool [60 min] The participants had to use the tool allocated to
them to describe the concepts following the descriptions they had prepared. Each session was monitored by an experimenter who provided some general help when the
participants got stuck with the language. Help materials with printed examples of the
corresponding CL were provided. The interactions were logged and video recorded.
The experimenters kept notes of the user interaction.
Post-study questionnaire [20 min] included checking the participants’ ontology
modelling background (repeating questions from the pre-study questionnaire); a usability questionnaire using a seven-point Likert scale; and open questions about benefits, drawbacks, and future improvement of the tool used.
General impression and clarification [10 min] included a brief interview with each
participant about their general impression of the CL used, interaction with the tool,
and any additional aspects the participants wished to mention.
Data Collected. The following data was collected during the study: (a) Questionnaires – used for examining the usability of each tool and examining possible changes
in the participants’ understanding of ontology modelling; (b) Log data, video records
of the sessions, and experimenter’s notes – used for clarifying aspects of the interaction with each tool; (c) Resultant OWL ontologies – the quality of these ontologies
was analysed following the O2 framework [12]. The data was analysed quantitatively
and qualitatively. The quantitative analysis used Mann-Whitney U test13 for discrete
measurements and t-test for interval data.
4.2 Comparing the Interaction with ROO and ACEView
Interaction Patterns. Both tools have fairly simple interfaces and were easy to use.
The first quarter of the interaction was usually slower as the participants had to learn
to formulate sentences in the corresponding CL. During this time, the definition of the
first concept river (common for both scenarios) was completed. Both tools offer a
tab to show the CL errors, this was used extensively. Initially, most users did not realise that the error messages refer to incorrect CL grammar that the computer could not
parse or translate into a logical form, rather than incorrect domain facts. From the
second quarter, the users established a routine to describe a concept, including:
1. Check the NL description for the currently entered concept and identify a statement with knowledge to be encoded. The ACEView users had a printout of the descriptions they had prepared, while the ROO users followed the NL descriptions
the tool prompted them to enter.
12
13

www.ordnancesurvey.co.uk/ontology.
Mann-Whitney U test is a powerful nonparametric test used as an alternative to the parametric t-test to compare two independent samples [27]. It is often used when the measurement is
weaker than interval scaling or the parametric assumptions are not met.
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2. Look for a CL pattern that matches the NL statement. The ACEView users used
only the printed list of CL examples provided, ROO users could, in addition, see
the available patterns within the tool, and they gradually moved to using this;
3. (Re)Formulate the NL statement in a CL pattern. This usually involved simplifying the constructs or taking away unnecessary detail, e.g. simple patterns were
easily created, more complex patterns were normally not written correctly in the
first instance and required several iterations and checking the system feedback.
4. Check for error messages – if there are no error messages, continue with another
NL statement (i.e. go to step 1). When there are error messages, the users would
usually repeat steps 2-4. Some participants would be persist, reformulating the CL
statement until there were no errors (and it was translated to OWL), while others
would continue and leave the CL statement with errors (i.e. not encoded in OWL).
For both tools, the users were occupied mostly with steps 3 and 4 and would often
refer to step 2 for a quick check. Two of the eight ACEView users entered sentences
to describe all concepts from the given list (see scenarios), while none of the ROO
users managed to complete the descriptions; in most cases the last two concepts were
not defined. Table 1 summarises the main interaction problems.
Usability. Table 2 summarises the findings from the usability questionnaire. For both
tools, the users were positive. ROO was found to be significantly less frustrating than
ACEView, which may be due to the much more intuitive interface, much less confusing error messages, and the help offered from the “guide dog”. The messages in ROO
were more helpful, the tool was less complex than ACEView, and users would be
more willing to use ROO again (note the very low significance).
Ontology Modelling Skills. The answers to six ontology modelling questions (covering the main steps and building blocks in conceptual models, definition of ontology,
concepts, and relations) in the pre- and post-study questionnaires were compared by
Table 1. Summary of the main interaction problems identified in the study
Problem
Error
messages
lack detail.

Tool
ACEView
ROO

Explanation
When the CL pattern entered was not recognised, the users would not always get informative
error messages. In such cases, the users had to guess what may be misleading, e.g. ACEView:
The sentence is not correct ACE syntax.
ROO: Sentence is not recognised as correct Rabbit sentence.

Error
messages
confusing.

ACEView
ROO

Dealing with
adjectives
and
compound
noun
phrases

ACEView
ROO

Dealing with
a specialised
vocabulary

ACEView
ROO

Next
task
suggestion
not always
useful

ROO

When the user entered sentences which could not be recognised, they sometimes received error
messages that were misleading. ACEView messages included ??? to indicate unrecognised
parts in the sentence or referred to grammatical constructs which some users found hard to
follow. ROO gave at times misleading suggestions when the sentence was unrecognised.
Recognising a concept which includes a compound noun phrase (e.g. adjective-noun) can be a
challenging problem. ACEView users often received the message “adjectives are not
supported”, in which case they had to use hyphenation (see above problem).
ROO parses for compound noun phrases and in most cases could make helpful suggestions
about what the concept might be, e.g. natural waterway, man-made feature.
However, when the compound nouns were not recognised and this led to confusing error
messages, e.g. natural body of water was not recognised as a possible concept.
The parsers in both tools could not recognise some specialised vocabulary which did not allow
entering certain concepts, such as: ACEView: sediment, irritation; ROO:
watershed. ACEView deals with this by pre-entering classes. However, it would be hard to
predict in advance what phrases a user may enter. A more flexible way would be to allow the
user to enter a phrase which should be added to the vocabulary used by the NL parser.
On several occasions, users ignored the task suggestions and commented that not all of them
were useful. E.g. ROO suggested that the participant enter definitions of secondary concepts,
such as man or bacteria The Kanga methodology discerns between core concepts and
secondary concepts. Only core concepts need to be formalised. However, the current ROO tool
does not discriminate between core and secondary concepts yet.
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Table 2. Summary of the comparison of the usability of both tools (post-study questionnaire)
Question
(1-Strongly disagree; 4-Neutral; 7-Strongly agree)
The error messages helped me write CL sentences
The error messages were confusing
The guide dog was helpful
The guide dog suggestions were not easy to understand
I did not follow the suggestions from guide dog
The interaction was demanding
I had no idea what I was doing
It took me too long to compose what I wanted
The interaction was intuitive
The feedback was prompt and timely
It was clear to me what to do in this tool
The tool was frustrating
The tool was unnecessary complex
I'd like to use the tool again

ROO
median
5
2
5
2
4
3
2
4
5
5
5
3
2.5
5

ACEView
median
4.5
4.5



4
1.5
3
3.5
4.5
4.5
5
3.5
4

U (MannWhitney,
1-tail)
16.5
11.5



39
16
21
11.5
24
24
5.5
18
18.5

p
pd0.1
pd0.025



p>0.1
p>0.1
p>0.1
pd0.025
p>0.1
p>0.1
pd0.01
pd0.1
pd0.1

Significance
LOW:
YES



NO
NO
NO
YES
NO
NO
YES (HIGH)
LOW
LOW

to examine whether the users’ ontology modelling skills had changed as a result of the
interaction with the tool. Two evaluators with a sound ontology background worked
independently and marked the users’ answers. The following scheme was applied to
each question: -1 (the understanding has worsened, e.g. because the user was confused); 0 (no change to the user’s understanding on the questions), +1 (correct aspects
are added but gaps exist), +2 (the understanding is improved, and now is correct and
complete). The marker compared their results and the discrepancies were clarified in a
discussion. The maximum score, if a user had not had any ontology modelling knowledge and has become an expert, would have been 12, while the worst score meaning a
user was an expert and became totally confused would have been -6.
The ROO users scored significantly higher than the ACE users - ACEView score
mean 0.38, STDEV 2.97; ROO score mean 5, STDEV 2.78; U (Mann-Whitney)=8.5,
p≤0.01. This shows that the users’ understanding in ontology modelling improves
significantly more when using ROO than when using ACEView.
4.3 Quality of the Resultant Ontologies
The resultant ontologies were analysed following the ontology evaluation framework
in [12] considering structural, functional, and usability ontology measures.
Ontology Structural Measures. Since the size of the ontologies is limited, we have
used fairly simple structural metrics based on [29], calculated by Protégé 414.
There are no sigTable 3. Summary of ontology structural measures
nificant differences
in the structural
Average
Subclass
Average
characteristics of the
Properties
Axiom per
Average
Object
Relative to
Class
Average
Average
ontologies created,
Class
Property
number of
Annotations
(Inheritance
Count
Count
Classes
per Entity
Richness)
with exception to
ROO
21.875
8.250
0.367
2.625
0.634
ACE
28.125
11.875
0.420
0.582
0.877
annotations per enp (t-test)
0.263
0.000
0.095
tity, as shown in
U (MannWhitney)
19.5
21.5
Table 3.
p (MannWhitney)

14

0.104

0.147

We also attempted deeper graph-based structural metrics with the Protégé 3 plugin OntoCAT
[5] but it could not properly analyse the produced ontologies due to version compatibility.
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The results show that ontologies built with ROO have a significantly better readability than ontologies built with ACEView. Both systems store the entered sentences
as annotations in the ontology. Since both Rabbit and ACE are quite readable for
humans, these annotations can be used to understand the meaning of the OWL entities. The main reason why ROO ontologies are more readable is that ROO encourages users to provide additionally natural language descriptions for both concepts and
relationships. When Rabbit sentences are translated and new classes and properties
are added to the ontology, an appropriate rdf:comment is added containing the
Rabbit sentence, with an rdf:label containing the Rabbit concept name. In contrast, ACEView does not add annotations when classes or properties are added.
We measured inheritance richness based on OntoQA[29]. ACEView ontologies
had higher inheritance richness (Table 3), i.e. the classes built with ACEView had
more connections to other classes. However, the functional measures (see Table 4
below) indicate that ACEView ontologies were more tangled than ROO ontologies.
Domain experts seemed slightly more productive using ACEView than using ROO
but the Mann-Whitney U-test does not provide conclusive significance.
Ontology Functional Measures. A domain expert who is also a knowledge engineer15 at Ordnance Survey produced two benchmark ontologies to quantify the fitness-for-purpose of the participants’ ontologies. A scoring system was devised:
+1 point for each axiom produced by the participant ontology that exactly
matched16 an axiom from the benchmark ontology;
+1 point for each additional valid axiom, i.e. axioms that were considered to be
valid even though an equivalent did not exist in the benchmark;
-1 point deducted for each axiom in the benchmark but absent the user’s ontology;
-1 point deducted for any axiom containing a modelling error.
The participants did not define axioms for all the concepts they were given. Where
this was the case, we did not count any metrics for that concept for that participant.
We only scored against axioms belonging to the concepts in the concept list given to
the participants. The total score for each ontology was therefore the sum of the points
added or deducted.
Table 4. Summary of the scores from the
functional analysis of the resultant ontologies
Scenario
Geography
Environment
Combined

ROO
(mean)
1.25
3.75
2.5

ACEView
(mean)
-3.5
-5
-4.25

U (p)
3.5 (p>0.1)
0 (p≤0.025)
9 (p≤0.1)

Subjectively, the ACEView ontologies
appeared to be more complete, whereas
the ROO ontologies appeared to be
better structured and with fewer
modelling errors.

The data for each set of ontologies was analysed statistically using the Mann Whitney U test (Table 4). At a 95% confidence level this indicates that there is no significant difference between the sets of data collected for the geography ontologies but
that ROO out-performs ACEView with respect to the environmental ontologies and
overall (geography and environment combined). The weakest participant by far was a
15

We were lucky that such an expert existed, making it possible to examine in depth the functional dimensions of the ontology.
16
Some interpretation was required owing to variances in terminology.
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ROO geographer who despite only recording axioms for three concepts achieved a
negative overall score, but this alone would not have accounted for the overall differences even given the small sample sizes.
ACEView users tended to describe more concepts and add more axioms (Table 4).
This applied to both the “in scope” concepts and also those out of scope. Some of the
latter group were secondary concepts necessary to define the core concepts – for example water body used to super class river and reservoir. But others were
irrelevant clutter, such as Scotland, and it was not clear why they were added.
ACEView users did better than ROO in getting exact axiom matches with the
benchmark ontologies (with a mean that was 1.5 matches higher per person). They
also had a higher mean for providing additional axioms, with an average of three
more per person. However, ACEView users did very much worse when it came to the
number of errors they made, that is the number of axioms that were deemed to be incorrect, averaging 8 errors per person more that ROO users. Even taking into account
that ACEView users enter more axioms proportionately they enter 0.4 errors per
axiom, compared to 0.13 errors for ROO users. Erroneous axioms were not included
in the other axiom counts. If included, it would show that ACEView users are even
more prolific – it seems to be a case of quantity over quality. Table 5 summarises the
modelling problems that occurred.
Ontology Usability. None of the ontologies as produced would have been usable
without modification. This is unsurprising given the fact that the users were essentially untrained in the language and knowledge modelling techniques. No user produced an ontology that provided a complete description of the concepts, but again
this is unsurprising given the experience levels and time available. In simple terms
the ROO ontologies were less complete, containing fewer concepts and fewer
Table 5. Types of modelling problems found with the functional analysis of ontologies
Problem
Multiple
tangled
inheritance

Tool
ACEView
ROO
(much less
frequently)

Definition
of an
instance
instead of
a class

ACEView
ROO

Generation
of
‘random’
individuals

ACEView

Repeated
Knowledge

ACEView
ROO
(much less
frequently)

Explanation
This was a very common error in ACE ontologies. In the worst case Drainage had five
separate immediate simple super classes: Artificial Object, Depression,
Drainage, Long Trench and Narrow Trench. An error was scored for each extra
entanglement so in the case above a score of 4 would have been recorded. The axioms would
have been included in the overall total of axioms. Although also occurring in ROO
ontologies, the rate and degree of multiple inheritance was much lower.
There were a number of occasions where a class was recorded as an instance.
ACEView example: in one ontology Flood-Plain is declared to be an individual of class
sediment-deposition. In examining the ACE log file the first mention of floodplain is the sentence: Flood-plain borders a river.
There is no use of every in the sentence so ACE assumes Flood-Plain is an individual,
and so records the assertion Flood-plain is an individual of the anonymous class
“borders some River”. The next correct sentence: Flood-plain is a
sediment-deposition adds Flood-plain as an individual of the class
sediment–deposition.
ROO example: user entered Flood Plain is a Land Area rather than Flood
Plain is a kind of Land Area.
ACEView also appears to generate “random” individuals. For example the sentence:
Scotland contains a farm and contains a forest and contains
a reservoir.
Generates three individuals. It is probable that what the user meant was that Scotland
(also an individual) contains some farms, forests and reservoirs. What is even less clear is
why the user felt it necessary to add this out of scope information at all.
In a number of cases ACEView users tended to enter axioms that were similar to axioms
already entered. An example is: Every flood-plain experiences flooding
and Every flood-plain experiences periodic-flooding. Such
repetitiveness also occurred in the ROO ontologies, but much less frequently.
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axioms. However, the greater number of modelling errors in the ACEView ontologies, combined with the amount of unnecessary clutter in terms of out-of-scope
concepts and axioms would indicate that it would take longer to get them to a usable state. ROO ontologies were certainly better annotated and this helped significantly in terms of evaluating the usability of ontologies for a certain purpose.

5 Discussion and Conclusions
To the best of our knowledge, the study presented here is the first attempt to evaluate
how domain experts without knowledge engineering skills can use CL-based tools to
complete ontology modelling tasks close to real scenarios (existing studies have either
used people with knowledge engineering skills and simple tasks [11] or looked into
recognising CL constructs [14]). The results enable us to address key questions concerning the authoring of ontologies where a domain expert takes a central role: Can
we use CL to involve domain experts in ontology construction? To what degree can a
tool support help the authoring process and substitute for a knowledge engineer?
What further support is needed?
Involvement of Domain Experts. Accepting that the users who participated in our
study had minimal training in the languages and the tools, it is fair to conclude from
the resultant ontologies that domain experts alone, even with tool assistance, would be
unable to author anything more than simple ontologies without some formal training.
Nevertheless, almost a quarter of the participants entered axioms that matched
roughly 50% of the axioms in the benchmark ontologies. This would indicate that
with even a minimal amount of training these domain experts could become quite
competent as authors. It is always likely that for complex ontologies knowledge engineering skills will be required. However, if the domain expert is able to author most
of the ontology, they will be more easily able to engage with the knowledge engineer
who can then express the more difficult aspects. Furthermore, the study indicated that
if methodical, intelligent support for ontology authoring is embedded in the authoring
tool, domain experts can gain an understanding of the ontology modelling process,
that can gradually lead to the development of knowledge engineering skills.
The study confirmed that domain experts are able to start authoring relatively
quickly and without the need to learn obscure terminology and esoteric languages
such as OWL. In fact, it is unlikely that the study would have been possible if OWL
had been used rather than Rabbit (or ACE) given the need to provide training in
OWL. That no real training was provided to participants is, at the very least, indicative of the benefits to domain experts in using intuitive CL interfaces. We are confident that a central involvement by domain experts in the authoring process is not
possible if the only way of expressing the ontology is in a logic-based language expressed using esoteric terms and symbols, without a lengthy process of turning the
domain expert into a fully fledged knowledge engineer, something that few domain
experts have the time or inclination to do.
Existing Tool Support. The various processes involved in authoring an ontology
include: (a) identification of concepts and relationships (classes and properties); (b)
development of an overall structure for the ontology; (c) capturing of axioms for each
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concept; (d) development of patterns to express certain model constructs; (e) optimisation and rationalisation; (f) testing and validation; (g) documentation. This list is not
exhaustive, nor does it attempt to imply a priority of one process over another. ROO
and ACEView currently provide degrees of support for (a), (c), (d) and (g). The study
gives strong evidence that offering intuitive error messages, making users aware of
the knowledge constructs they are creating, and offering methodical guidance can
have a positive effect on the usability and efficacy of ontology construction tools. It
also indicates that this additional functionality tailored to domain experts (as in ROO)
can have impact on the quality of the resultant ontologies - domain experts make
fewer errors, detect unwanted concepts and relationships, avoid repetition, and document the ontology more consistently and in more detail.
Required Tool Support. The interaction with both tools suggests that additional support
should be provided. This may have implications for ontology authoring in general, including the newly emerging collaborative ontology editing environments [21] where
support is even more critical. Patterns of modelling errors can be recognised and pointed
out with the error message or the task guidance (the guide dog in ROO). For instance,
definition of an instance instead of a class can be detected based on the CL pattern (e.g.
is a vs is a kind of in Rabbit), as the error can turn the OWL ontology from
OWL-DL to OWL Full; likely repetition or redundancy can be recognised by using
synonyms (e.g. is part of, consists of, contains, comprises) and indicated in a ‘warning’ message; both multiple tangled inheritance and isolated classes can
be detected with structural analysis and warnings generated or advice given. The study
also indicated that flexible CL parsing should be provided, such as recognising similarity
between NL and CL sentences (e.g. no need to ask the user to specify a determiner, as in
ACEView, as this is not normally needed in a correct NL sentence; missing ‘Every’ can
be spotted easily and pointed out in a meaningful error message); recognising compound
noun phrases and the underlying structure (e.g. the parsers can recognise that natural
body of water may require two concepts linked with subsumption, so the user may
be asked whether natural body of water is a kind of body of water); or
enabling the users to add missing specialised terminology (e.g. sediment) that can then
be considered by the parser in future sentences.
Although there is evidence that the guidance offered in ROO is beneficial, it has to
be improved further. For instance, the suggestions should take into account the current task better to avoid distracting and confusing the user (e.g. a task context could
be retained in ROO and only activities/concepts relevant to that context would be
suggested). The ontology status should be better monitored more closely and potential
limitations pointed out (e.g. some of the structural metrics can indicate unpopulated
parts of the ontology). Lastly, more proactive help should be offered (instead of waiting for the user to click on the guide dog, certain suggestions could be brought to the
user’s attention automatically). The study confirmed that systematic support based on
an ontology methodology is beneficial. The current implementation of ROO can be
considered as a proof of concept that a methodology can be embedded in the planning
process. An interesting research question would be to define ontology construction
methodologies explicitly, e.g. by using an ontology and rules. For instance, ROO
could be easily adapted to work with methodologies which Kanga is similar to, e.g.
Uschold and King’s method [30] or METHONTOLOGY [13]. It would then be
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possible to choose the most appropriate methodology for the current ontology authoring task, or to compare the effect of different methodologies.
At the time of writing ROO implements only the core Rabbit constructs. We intend to complete all Rabbit constructs and implement some of the additional support
outlined above. This will give us a much more robust and usable tool, that can then be
the basis for a larger user study in real settings, facilitating further examination of the
extent to which domain experts can be involved in ontology authoring.
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